STRATURITY Human Capital Self-Assessment©
What our Customers have to say about us

Comments from the test phase and the
initial market introduction
Within the development phase of the STRATURITY
Human Capital Self-Assessment we carried out two
large pilot projects. A large group of clients from very
different economic sectors, Roles and Positions
completed the questionnaire, received their Assessment
and then evaluated the entire process, the contents of
the questionnaire and the analysis results.
We present overleaf a small selection of the comments
we have received on the tool, both from these
participants and from our first customers.

Feedback
International Vice President of a leading
Risk consultancy in financial services
„With the help of this technology, organizations
can identify and mitigate their most important and
critical operational risks.”

Department Head of a large bank
I like the transparency, truthfulness, reliability, and
the fact that it is a basis for change. It clearly shows
the processes in the company and mirrors the
current situation with a clear description.”

CEO of a major Investment Banking
subsidiary
The strengths and risks are concise and clear –
very useful. And the comparison with other
companies is very important. I will use the spiderweb designs to orient our future HR activities.

Head of Diversity of a global health
technology company
Our rating was not as good as I expected.
But now I understand that this is due to the
absence of some important processes and
in one case to a lack of transparency. Now I
can address these issues. Very helpful!

Director of a large R&D unit of a worldwide pharmaceutical company
The results confirm that my training and
development planning is just right. Super!

Head of HR of an international finance
sector player
The breadth and depth of the observations
will certainly help strengthen the position of
HR in the company and also how we are
perceived as qualified Business Partners.

